Review of 201 File on U.S. Citizen

In accordance with the DDO's notice of 9 December 1974, I have reviewed the 201 file on (surnane) (201 number indicated below), and have determined that it can most accurately be categorized as indicated below:

☐ should be closed.


☐ potential witting collaborator; date opened ________

OI Code A2.


☑ counterintelligence case (i.e., involving a foreign intelligence or security service). OI Code A5.

☐ all others. OI Code A6.

☐ unwitting collaborator. OI Code A7. 

Signed __________________________
(name) __________________________
(title) __________________________
(component)

This assignment of category has been entered into STAR.

Signed __________________________    197________
(initials)     (date)

This document is a permanent part of this file.